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Patter Language
Pattern Sheet

To manifest the ecocentric paradigm’s synergetic approach to a 
concrete design, a design language and accompanying pattern 
booklet have been developed to translate the theoretical 
underpinnings to a spatial design. The patterns range throughout 
the scales and in types of interventions and are categorised into 
two pillars, the theoretical means, and the spatial means, and 
add to one or more goals, aligning with the identified systems 
and the proposed synergetic design methodology. The goals 
are nature-inclusive, synergetic, socially inclusive, dwelling 
developments, landscape, and transition. The degree to which a 
pattern addresses the goal is illustrated by the difference between 
capitalisation among the symbols.

Amid the pillars a hierarchy of exchange and interdependency 
shapes the matrix of relationships allowing for the patterns to be 
translated into location-specific design. These design principles 
are structured for use in spatial negotiation within the synergetic 
design approach and highlight how fringe development could 
evolve under the influence of the right of nature. Due to the 
patterns being categorised based on their main goal, they exist 
out of five nature-inclusive patterns, six synergetic patterns, five 
social-inclusive patterns, three dwelling development patterns, 
five landscape patterns, and four transition patterns.

Synergetic

Socially Inclusive

Nature Inclusive

Dwelling Developments

Landscape

Transition
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Figure 1, Pattern sheet of design language.
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Patter Language
Theoretical Design Goals

Nature-inclusive is the spatial manifestation of the ecocentric 
paradigm and centres around the design methodology of 
nature-inclusive design, the idea that natural elements are not 
just add-ons but integral parts of architecture. It emphasizes 
incorporating architectural elements that align with the site’s 
potential (Dijkshoorn-Dekker, 2022; Vink et al., 2024; Vink et al., 
2017). This approach shapes conditions rather than prescribing 
fixed outcomes, allowing natural systems to evolve alongside built 
forms as one (Vink et al., 2024). 

Nature inclusive

Figure 2, Nature inclusive.

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building
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Patter Language
Theoretical Design Goals

The synergetic goal emphasizes achieving balance in the 
landscape (Tillie, 2018). It suggests that when multiple elements 
interact within a development’s landscape, their collective impact 
exceeds that of each element. This involves implementing systems 
of recuperation and succession to foster regeneration among the 
development, its landscape, and its inhabitants (Tillie, 2018; Tisma 
& Meijer, 2018). 

Synergetic

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Figure 3, Synergetic.
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Patter Language
Theoretical Design Goals

The social inclusive goal demarcates the shift pseudo-countryside 
developments must undergo, to cope with prospects inherent 
in societal demand. Highlighting that housing development 
goes beyond the traditional form to include a landscape, and its 
wider society to allow them to become societal and ecologically 
inclusive (BPD, 2021a; Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, 2019; 
Jansen, 2020; Sanne van Manen, 2024). This involves creating 
location-specific housing fitting to their context and demography 
(Zuid-Holland, 2020). 

Social inclusive

Figure 4, Social inclusive.

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building
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Patter Language
Spatial Design Goals

The Dwelling development goal demonstrates how nature 
inclusive housing development can be combined with ambitious 
afforestation, agroecology, rewetting, increased biodiversity, and 
circular resource thinking to create healthy and socially connected 
fringe morphologies (Jansen, 2020; Vink et al., 2017). Comprising 
of cluster of small communities that put the environment, 
biodiversity, and sharing of resources at the forefront, while 
meeting the continued demand for fringe dwellings (Centraal 
Bureau voor de Statistiek & Planbureau voor de Leefomgeving, 
2022; Stoeldraijer et al., 2023). In meeting the demand, the 
housing developments will comprise an obligatory set of rules 
based on prospects stressed, obstructing the formation of 
ambiguous guidelines. Entail the following housing stock, 30 % 
single housing, 30 % two-person housing, and 40 % single-family 
housing, of which 40 % of affordable housing is realised through 
three exemplary housing morphologies (Boeijenga et al., 2008; 
Hoff, 2006; Jansen, 2020; Lörzing et al., 2006; RIGO Research et 
al., 2006; Sanne van Manen, 2024; Zuid-Holland, 2020). In doing 
so it showcases an alternative pseudo-countryside model. 

Housing Developments

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Figure 5, Dwelling developments.
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Patter Language
Spatial Design Goals

The landscape of sustainability goal circumscribes the reinvention 
of the original blend of agricultural, cultural, and economic 
significance inherent within the fringe. Showcasing a landscape 
of sustainability that prioritizes soil fertility, hydrological function, 
and a harmonious blend of housing, natural abundance, and 
agriculture (Pierre & Klok, 2015; Stiphout et al., 2019). This 
involves incorporating location-specific agroecological and natural 
areas (Altieri, 2018; Gliessman, 2021). 

Landscape of sustainability

Figure 6, The landscape.

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building
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Patter Language
Spatial Design Goals

The transition goal turns the existing mosaic of urban-rural edge 
into a dynamic transition zone, fostering natural-inclusive housing 
for diverse households. Prioritizing local communities and farmers, 
it envisions an ecocentric synergetic shift where the landscape 
integrates with other land uses (Vink et al., 2024). This involves 
transforming bare agricultural fields or current mosaics into 
ecocentric districts within inclusive landscape deltas. 

Fringe of transition

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Figure  7, Transition.
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Patter Language
Theoretical Design Means

Figure 8, Location-based developments.

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

LOCATION-BASED DEVELOPMENT

A location-based development implies that the development is 
embedded within the local natural and social systems inherent 
within the landscape site. Entailing that the developments 
are integral parts of the location, intricately connected to the 
environment, forming an entity of shared co-evolution and 
operationalisation within the habitats of diversity (Curry, 2011; 
Daly, 2014; Rolston III, 2020; Vieira & Sampaio, 2022; Vink et al., 
2024; Washington & Maloney, 2020; Washington et al., 2017; 
Yigitcanlar & Dizdaroglu, 2015). Hence The development is 
grounded on the location’s inherent soil, water, and natural capital, 
the development follows what the location can support, and its 
physicality alters to become inherently part of the location (Vink 
et al., 2024). 

Nature inclusive
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Patter Language
Theoretical Design Means

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Nature inclusive
NATURE-BASED SOLUTIONS

Nature-based solutions imply the usage of integrating natural 
elements and processes into the operationalisation of the 
landscape through physical design implementations and focus 
predominantly on improving a location’s ecosystem, and 
hydrological and ecological functions (Vink et al., 2024). These 
solutions leverage the benefits provided by nature to enhance 
resilience, sustainability, and liveability beyond human centricity 
(Vink et al., 2024; Vink et al., 2017). Physical implementations 
focus on improving the green-blue networks and are Integrated 
landscape management, Assisted natural regeneration, rain 
gardens, cross-slope barriers, Bio-retention cells, (Bio-)Swales, 
Wadis, and Green Roofs (Vink et al., 2024; Vink et al., 2017).

Figure 9, Nature-based solutions.
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Patter Language
Theoretical Design Means

Figure 10, Agroecological foundation.

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Nature inclusive
AGROECOLOGICAL FOUNDATION

Agroecological foundation means implementing ecological 
principles as the core of agricultural practices, as a part of 
landscape development (Altieri, 2018). This signifies a departure 
from traditional intensive input-dependent farming practices 
towards a holistic regenerative community approach that 
emphasizes and utilises the interconnectedness of ecosystems 
and biodiversity at each location (Altieri, 2018; Gliessman, 2021). 
Examples are agroforestry, food forestry, and Silvoarable.
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Patter Language
Theoretical Design Means

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Nature inclusive
HABITAT OF DIVERSITY

Habitats of diversity refer to environments that comprise a 
wide range of different biomes supporting a variety of different 
species. These habitats exhibit high levels of biodiversity and 
operate as an ecological network of steppingstones, allowing for 
the shared operation of the entire system and flow exchanges 
(Stiphout et al., 2019). Therefore, they are essential for the 
health of the entire ecosystem as they support functions like 
nutrient cycling, pollination, and pest control (Vink et al., 2024). 
Protecting and preserving habitats of diversity is critical for 
maintaining biodiversity and ensuring the long-term sustainability 
of ecosystems (Vink et al., 2024; Vink et al., 2017). Epitomizing 
the diversification of monocultural systems inherent within today’s 
fringe landscapes.

Figure  11, Habitat of diversity.
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Patter Language
Theoretical Design Means

Figure 12, Carbon-positive materials.

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Nature inclusive
CARBON-POSITIVE MATERIALS

Adopting carbon-positive materials aligns with the envisioned 
substitution of environmentally detrimental building materials with 
nature-based alternatives, a fundament for the implementation 
of the ecocentric future (Vink et al., 2024). This involves utilizing 
locally sourced or recycled materials such as bricks, natural stone, 
or wood from nearby production forests or queries (Stiphout et 
al., 2019; Vink et al., 2024).
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Patter Language
Theoretical Design Means

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Figure  13, The spatial negotiation of systems.

Spatial negotiation of systems means synergizing the social, 
economic, and ecological systems and designates the denotation 
of the design as a process, not a fixed product, involving a 
methodology with strategic implementations, incorporating 
diverse habitat and species gradients. Implemented through 
spatial negotiation of the site systems to find its synergy (Vink 
et al., 2024; Washington & Maloney, 2020). While integrating 
its temporality through co-evolution and interweaving the built 
form, fostering a seamless integration as time progresses (Vink 
et al., 2024). In a physical sense, this principle means the spatial 
integration of separated systems loops into an integrated loop of 
cooperation.

SPATIAL NEGOTIATION OF SYSTEMS

Synergetic
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Patter Language
Theoretical Design Means

Figure 14, Legislative foundation.

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Synergetic

A legislative foundation entails the creation of a comprehensive 
transition strategy grounded in specific policy that considers the 
spatial characteristics of the terrain with policy and stakeholder 
backing. It leverages landscape and social attributes to dictate 
the nature and approach of the transition, like developer-based 
environmental thematic contracts. Implying the need for achieving 
consensus, through spatial unity, by implementing a collaborative 
partnership within legislation (National Park City foundation, 
2019; Stuurgroep Van Gogh Nationaal Park et al., 2020). For the 
fringe, this implies the introduction of policies that legally back 
the fringe designation as a national park, and its collaborative 
partnership governance, of the Parliament of things and its 
foundation. The legislative foundation is embedded within het 
Rijk and strengthens inter-municipal, provincial and waterboard 
cooperation.

LEGISLATIVE FOUNDATION
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Patter Language
Theoretical Design Means

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Figure  15, A nature of transition.

Synergetic

A nature of transition demarcates a fringe, as a passage of 
changeover where the outskirts are no longer defined by strict 
urban boundaries, but rather transition into a balanced mix 
of urban and rural elements. This involves creating a gentle 
transitional area featuring local landscapes with values tailored 
to both the community and the location (Vink et al., 2024; Vink 
et al., 2017). It seeks to transform the current mosaic into a 
vibrant transition area and envisions a harmonious blend where 
the landscape merges with other land uses as inclusive landscape 
deltas.

A NATURE OF TRANSITION
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Patter Language
Theoretical Design Means

Figure 16, Nature asset.

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Synergetic

The natural value of the former and perceived landscape is 
deeply valued within society and the ecological operationalisation 
(Pierre & Klok, 2015). However, due to the inherent nature of 
the intensive agricultural or urbanised landscape, the need for 
constant landscape alteration and climate change, the current 
depleted landscape requires resurfacing its intrinsic value and 
mutual reliance on the revitalisation of the ecosystem (Curry, 
2011; Vieira & Sampaio, 2022; Yigitcanlar & Dizdaroglu, 2015). 
It necessitates using the location’s intrinsic natural operation, 
instead of a human-altered one.

NATURE VALUE
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Patter Language
Theoretical Design Means

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Figure   17, Social asset.

Synergetic

The societal value echoes the cultural appropriation and affection 
inscribed within the current agricultural rural landscape, its 
economy, and society. Entailing a landscape of homogenous 
elongated pastures with small rural village communities, the 
quintessential Dutch countryside place identity with strong 
societal value. With the implementation of the ecocentric 
synergetic system, these landscapes and communities transform 
to being included within the developed fringe (Vink et al., 2017). 
Utilising its current place identity, communities, and its societal 
residual identity to its advantage without catering to further 
polarization, forcing human inclusion as an inherent societal value 
(Lörzing & Tisma, 2023).

SOCIETAL VALUE
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Patter Language
Theoretical Design Means

Figure 18, Economic asset.

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Synergetic

The economic value is deeply inscribed within the current 
operationalisation of the pseudo-countryside mechanism and 
its inherent single-family house emphasis embodying the fringe 
(Eerenbeemt & Smit, 2018; Heins, 2004). Subscribing monetary 
system of value pent up in houses as accumulations of wealth. 
Wealth to developers and homeowners, who would want to 
continue to cherish their operationalisation. Moreover, the 
locations possess an attractive force to people who want to live 
there, a given which will continue to exist in the future (Centraal 
Bureau voor de Statistiek & Planbureau voor de Leefomgeving, 
2022; Stoeldraijer et al., 2023). Prescribing the necessity to 
include housing in the landscape, to both meet future demands 
and to comfort dwellers. 

ECONOMIC VALUE
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Patter Language
Theoretical Design Means

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Figure  19, Diverse housing pallet.

Diverse housing options require unique, location-specific 
architecture and a range of housing types, moving away from 
the standard single-family homes often seen in typical suburban 
developments. Tailored architecture reflects local identity and 
fosters a sense of belonging, enhancing community cohesion 
(Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, 2023e; Michielsen et al., 
2019; Voogd & Cuperus, 2021). Offering various housing styles 
prevents areas from becoming uniform and ensures they meet 
societal and architectural preferences (BPD, 2022). Recognizing a 
gap in housing for seniors and first-time buyers, there’s a need for 
smaller, more affordable homes beyond traditional single-family 
dwellings (CBS, 2023b, 2023c, 2023d; Langenberg & Jonkers, 
2022; Nijskens & Lohuis, 2019; Obbink, 2020). To address this 
demand, housing developments must adhere to specific guidelines 
regarding affordability and size.

Social inclusive
DIVERSE HOUSING PALLET
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Patter Language
Theoretical Design Means

Figure 20, Communal foundation.

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Social inclusive

Communal foundation implies the embodiment of the method of 
societal negotiation and inclusion within the synergetic process, 
asking for further dialogue about the topic, before finalising the 
spatial translation of different design principles and embedded 
processes (Alexander et al., 1977; Hamers et al., 2023; PBL, 
2020). Serving as a reminder that choices must be made, cause 
compromises are no longer an option to tackle anthropogenic 
urgencies (Hamers et al., 2023; PBL, 2020). Subsequently, both 
within governance and within the development there must be a 
form of communal, communal care, and communal participation 
(Hamers et al., 2023; PBL, 2020). Hence, it embodies a spatial 
stakeholder puzzling process.

COMMUNAL FOUNDATION
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Patter Language
Theoretical Design Means

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Figure  21, Communal morphologies & densities.

Social inclusive

Communal morphologies and densities imply a housing system 
fitting to the location’s place identity and societal demand. Making 
the built fabric breathe local identity, resources, and needs. 
By tapping into the interconnected networks of the area, the 
ecological effect of the site is enhanced to be included within the 
fabric, location, and society (Vink et al., 2024). Consequently, local 
landscape characteristics and societal demand determine the form 
of the built fabric, fostering networks that support collaborative 
efforts within the community, aligning with its temporal and social 
fabric.

COMMUNAL MORPHOLOGIES & DENSITIES
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Patter Language
Theoretical Design Means

Figure 22, Reduced building footprint.

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Synergetic

Reducing the footprint of the building entails the implementation 
of the place optimisation theory proposed by Barend Jansen 
entailing a system of increased density and diversity within the 
build form which allows for the decrease in paved surfaces 
while meeting the demand for community-based centrum 
villages (Jansen, 2020). Freeing up space for carbon and water-
sequestering landscapes and requiring fewer resources (Jansen, 
2020; Vink et al., 2017; Zuid-Holland, 2020).

REDUCED BUILDING FOOTPRINT
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Patter Language
Theoretical Design Means

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Figure  23, Access to mobility.

Social inclusive

Access to mobility implies that within the fringe and its proposed 
housing developments sufficient mobility infrastructure needs 
to be present. With the focus on public transport networks 
supported by the bike as the last-mile solution, to prevent the 
VINEX pitfall of car-centric housing developments from repeating 
(BIJN, 2004; Boeijenga et al., 2008; Hoff, 2006; Lörzing et al., 
2006; RIGO Research et al., 2006). While simultaneously those 
who would like to dwell within these neighbourhoods desire 
infrastructural connectivity.

ACCESS TO MOBILITY
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Patter Language
Spatial Design Means

Figure 24, The Nature-inclusive Housing Typologies.

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

The nature-inclusive housing typology entails rural morphologies 
with dwellings embedded within the landscape in its most 
extreme form (Pierre & Klok, 2015). With a community density 
of up to 50 houses per hectare, the development embraces the 
atmosphere of the rural to one of ‘off the grid-like’, self-sufficient 
housing which stimulates the circular production of food and 
resources taking the nature-inclusive notion of ecocentric design 
literally (Vink et al., 2024; Washington & Maloney, 2020).

THE NATURE-INCLUSIVE HOUSING TYPOLOGIES
Housing developments
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Patter Language
Spatial Design Means

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Figure  25, The Village-inclusive Housing typologies.

Housing developments

The village-inclusive housing typology entails village-like quarter 
morphologies with small-scale community developments scattered 
in and around existing villages, connecting local communities, and 
creating a village-like atmosphere location (Centraal Bureau voor 
de Statistiek, 2023e; Michielsen et al., 2019; Voogd & Cuperus, 
2021). With Up to 60 houses per hectare in housing clusters with 
small shops, and amenities mixed in between.

THE VILLAGE-INCLUSIVE HOUSING TYPOLOGIES
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Patter Language
Spatial Design Means

Figure 26, The Urban-inclusive Housing typologies.

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Housing developments

The urban-inclusive housing typology entails a dense urban 
morphological model. This type is not found within the fringe 
and should be achieved through urban renewal or construction 
within the wasteland of the urban, denoting that when this type 
is chosen by the synergetic method, it entails realisation outside 
of the scope of the project (Jansen, 2020; Vink et al., 2017; 
Zuid-Holland, 2020). Densities should be above 75 hectares 
per dwelling within mixed-use neighbourhoods (Jansen, 2020; 
Michielsen et al., 2019; Vink et al., 2017; Zuid-Holland, 2020).

THE URBAN-INCLUSIVE HOUSING TYPOLOGIES
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Patter Language
Spatial Design Means

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Figure  27, Wet agriculture.

Wet agriculture refers to farming practices conducted in water-
rich environments, often involving the cultivation of crops 
in flooded or waterlogged fields. Within the fringe, it entails 
agricultural production in the prospected rewetted areas and 
comprised of the techniques of Paludiculture, and Aquaculture 
(Bureau Peter de Ruyter landschapsarchitectuur et al., 2022; Buro 
Sant en Co et al., 2019).

WET AGRICULTURE
Landscape of sustainability
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Patter Language
Spatial Design Means

Figure  28, (Wetland) silvo agriculture.

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Landscape of sustainability

Silvo (wetland) agriculture entails the techniques of Silvoarable, 
Silvopasture, and Silvoculture, agricultural utilises the production 
of forest as the basis for the landscape. Signifying the 
combination of crop or animal cultivation with the management of 
forests aiming to create a sustainable and multifunctional system 
that benefits both agricultural production and environmental 
conservation. These forests serve the purpose of producing 
carbon-positive building material while stabilising the soil’s 
carrying capacity and restoration (Altieri, 2018; Buro Sant en Co 
et al., 2019).

(WETLAND) SILVO AGRICULTURE
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Patter Language
Spatial Design Means

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Figure  29, Dry agriculture.

Landscape of sustainability

Dry agriculture implies the continuation of current agricultural 
practices such as Greenhouses and derry or arable farming, in 
an extensive form. Embracing the notion of agroecology within 
traditional forms of agriculture with minimal inputs and low 
intensity of management. It emphasizes utilizing vast expanses 
of land to maintain extensive practices, promoting biodiversity 
conservation (Altieri, 2018; Buro Sant en Co et al., 2019).

DRY AGRICULTURE
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Patter Language
Spatial Design Means

Figure  30, Nature restoration.

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Landscape of sustainability

Nature restoration implies the formation of green buffers forming 
an antithesis to the urban. Revitalizing natural ecosystems 
to create a protective barrier between human activities and 
the environment. Aimed to enhance biodiversity, mitigate 
environmental impact, and provide a sustainable buffer zone that 
safeguards ecosystems and promotes resilience in the face of 
human-induced changes (Stiphout et al., 2019; Vink et al., 2017).

NATURE RESTORATION
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Patter Language
Spatial Design Means

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Figure  31, Rewetting.

Landscape of sustainability

Rewetting implies the formation of water buffers by restoring 
and maintaining waterlogged conditions in former peat meadow 
ecosystems, aimed at enhancing water retention, reducing 
soil degradation, and supporting biodiversity. Rewetted areas 
serve as a buffer against drought and contribute to the health 
and resilience of aquatic and terrestrial habitats (Bureau Peter 
de Ruyter landschapsarchitectuur et al., 2022; Ministerie van 
Infrastructuur en Waterstaat et al., 2023).

REWETTING
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Patter Language
Spatial Design Means

Figure  32, Urban-rural delta.

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Fringe of transition

The Urban-rural delta landscape entails that the fringe 
comprises Wedges or Scheggen penetrating through the fringe 
in a meandering fashion to meet the urban. This entails that 
the fringe comprises of nature infilling within its core which 
gradually transitions, openers towards the ‘Groene Hart’. The 
core nature infilling follows the path of the fringe trail and is of 
the most tick nature around the built-up development clusters. 
Gradually towards the outside of the fringe by increments of 10 
% the landscape openers. Encapsulating a landscape of habitat 
diversity comprising thriving natural rich systems with intertwined 
resilience (Stiphout et al., 2019).

URBAN-RURAL DELTA
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Patter Language
Spatial Design Means

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Figure  33, A gradual transition.

Fringe of transition

A gradual transition indicates that the fringe is no longer denoted 
by terrestrial walls of urbanisation but evolves into a balanced 
denotation of urbanity and rurality suitable for linear passage. 
Entailing a soft transitional space comprised of local environments 
with case-specific values appropriate for both the society and 
the site (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, 2023e; Michielsen et 
al., 2019; Voogd & Cuperus, 2021). This means that the built-up 
density is situated within the core of the built-up clusters. These 
clusters are located within the first two-thirds of the fringe from 
the urban side. With the density decreasing with intervals of 20% 
at each interval.

A GRADUAL TRANSITION OF DENSITY
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Patter Language
Spatial Design Means

Figure  34, Locally based program.

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Fringe of transition

The programme of the fringe is based on local identity, 
availabilities, and needs. Embracing embedded networks of 
the locality to elevate the ecological potential of the site by 
integrating it within the present blue, green, and brown networks 
(Vink et al., 2024). Extending the focus beyond the site tangible to 
establish networks that facilitate the collaborative functioning of 
the system both within the temporality and within its embedded 
social and perceived place identity.

LOCALLY BASED PROGRAM
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Patter Language
Spatial Design Means

Values the pattern reflects

Scale

National  Fringe Sub-region

Development Block Building

Figure  35, Nature in the footsteps.

Fringe of transition

Nature on the Footsteps entails the further inclusion of the 
natural system within the built environment, as a shared co-
construct. Through the inclusion of Nature-based solutions and 
green-blue networks throughout the dwelling environment (Vink 
et al., 2024). Hence, the natural system and the building form the 
architecture as a notion of succession (Stiphout et al., 2019; Vink 
et al., 2017).

NATURE IN THE FOOTSTEPS
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Matrix

Consequently, this design language initiates discussion for the 
‘Recharged Hart’ future, a fringe housing concept embracing an 
ecocentric approach, fostering a renewed connection with the 
landscape and its natural processes. Emphasising the regenerative 
potential by promoting synergetic fringes.

Principle conclusion

Patter Language
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Figure 36, Matrix of design sheet.
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